Making sure we have an accurate recording of people’s ideas. Need to accommodate people who don’t speak English, people who are poor, young, etc. A lot of white, middle age or wealthy people – need diversity.

The workshop was good. It would have been helpful to know how these sessions are part of an overall project. Is this project taking place within a month or two? I would propose an outline of how this session were only 2 or 3 of us. I learned of this session via NPR. Please consider all outreach options not just newspaper and facebook.

I feel that it was a good event and I appreciate the city actually took time to hear citizens concerns. Now, i just hope they take them into consideration.

Its a forum that works. The conclusions and implementation will be what matters.

Is it helpful having a milestone with the same group? (2 nights, something easy) that way we get to know one another personally and get more time to learn from one another.

I hope you will be able to take the concerns and try to make efforts to remedy. The themes were strong. 1. affordable housing 2. traffic and transportation 3. environment and protecting it. I am concerned that some feedback was basically resistance without ideas for making things better. Solutions: work with neighboring cities and the state officials to move solutions forward. Density should happen along main corridors and downtown.

We need to be more of a lone wolf approach – you are doing a good job – rest of TV is lacking – go for it! Continue doing these! It would be awesome to see an ambassador program that has a similar set up. Just definitely continue doing these workshops within each department.

The discussion was good and it was interesting to see the topics that individuals and groups came up. It was a great process. I love the idea that the information/data will be available for the individuals who would like to access it. No

Overall i think it went very well. Hope we can have this setup again.

Its a forum that works. The conclusions and implementation will be what matters.

It was a great process. I love the idea that the information/data will be available for the individuals who would like to access it. No

I normally enjoy these meetings. There’s nothing different. It is not an accurate reflection of the concerns. Maybe create a more focused followup survey.

I felt that we were talking for too long periods instead of having a balanced time engaging interactive conversations. I would have preferred more of a role for dialogue rather than a role engaging approach.

I don’t think that people were open – just think otherwise. Overall it was a really great event and I think wanting to hear people actually open the door. Maybe thinking in the wrong edge of Boise would be really good.

I was a good event. I think the information/data will be available for the individuals who would like to access it. If needed.

Overall good feedback. I think the information/data will be available for the individuals who would like to access it. If needed.

Good group. I don’t think that this is fair, i am having differences with similar people. Good to start with sambo friends.

I would have felt 10ish about the workshop if we had a little more acknowledgement that concrete solutions would come of this. Blueprint Boise and the LIV report are wonderful documents but if they don’t have any teeth (as some said) it doesn’t mean anything.

I am not aware of Blueprint Boise. So, don’t assume you can stop refreshments. Thank you!

I really enjoyed the folks at my table. I feel like seeing an ambassador that would be a similar setup. Needed a larger room, as it was difficult to hear others at our table at times. the last minute waitlist system was great, glad to be able to participate.

Continue doing this would be awesome to see an ambassador program that has a similar set up. I would propose an outline of how this session were only 2 or 3 of us. I learned of this session via NPR. Please consider all outreach options not just newspaper and facebook.

I feel that it was a good event and I appreciate the city actually took time to hear citizens concerns. Now, i just hope they take them into consideration.

Thank you for providing a platform for people to bring ideas and thoughts out. it was good to see the time in Boise and location, but numerous demographic segments not present – which may have something to do with the other themes that are evident.

Thank you! This was great! Thank you!

Everyone was a good point person and seemed interested in discussions. Our topic of interests was education/healthcare.

I am concerned that some feedback was basically resistance without ideas for making things better. Solutions: work with neighboring cities and the state officials to move solutions forward. Density should happen along main corridors and downtown. DS all stakeholders need to be represented or at least feel that. We had some diversity in terms of age and role and was a fun experience, but numbers demographically segregated seems not present – which may have something to do with the other themes that are evident.

Overall good feedback. I think the information/data will be available for the individuals who would like to access it. No
It was difficult to narrow the teams down to 3 priorities...many tables did 5. Hope they will all be included (considered eg protection of farmland didn't make our top 5 but it is important.

1. Great format but facilitators could have been a little more effective at my table - small number of folks controlled the conversation


3. Time for us to collaborate as a team to come up with our top three, consensus that were brought up, lists of commitments, both concerns and what we liked. This would take groups local to local commitments.

4. More, more, more! Long power and sound to the room. Need to do some damage limitation. Use more microphone handholds and build this louder!

5. Challenge groups to not only bring up the same statements over and over from table to table. It's too time consuming. Time is value here.

6. More training, talk time, specific subjects.

7. More listening, less talking, specific subjects. No, our moderator did an excellent job.

8. More time and more of this type of meeting. Need more time and more of this type of meeting.

9. A very white participants - diversity wasn't here.

I am very satisfied I think it went well! All the needs the moderator assigned to "north end"...actually only one group mentioned north end...I see a north end and an exception to our privileged status. We have 60% of the city and 20% of the voice.

10. Great urban design thanks to great city planning 100 years ago!

I'm very satisfied! I think it went great! The end the moderator injected anti "north end" - actually only one group mentioned north end - I am a north end and an exception to our privileged status, we have 60% of the city and 20% of the voice.

North end is great. Boise is great!

I thought the workshop was very well done. Citizens need more opportunity to be involved in their governments planning.

Getting more of the Boise community involved when speaking publicly. "I have you not to be over because we need you" - a good event. Hopefully Boise through will occur. How do we keep the same library curve in place.

Thank you for giving the community the opportunity to play a part....now do something!

Table facilitators did a nice job.

10. There was so much one topic in sequence. Should if there was important feedback that could have been given at times given to other topics we had could overlap each other so much.

11. Perhaps an economics lesson to understand the challenges of providing all the desired services, in a source of pure water - such and reality comes to get pushed under.

I appreciate that the use does not will be made available - full transparency. Hope hopefully accountably with any decisions/actions.

12. Great food, great facilitators, great facilitators from the city.

Thank you for this opportunity. More of this please.

Great event. Good idea!

We can't be socookie to walk on the middle valley, but we'll never compromise anymore unless we do it for the right cause. Boise Library - 100 Books - 100 (if generally funded, mostly)

I'd like to see more conversations with officials happen in the neighborhood is which are free. Please come to our neighborhood meeting and talk to us - that would be a list for the transparency issues people feel. Boise is great!

The community is doing a great job on getting to settings like this. Please carefully consider the next event and putting a planning process.

Please keep adding!! Thank you do come up with more solutions, so don't walk is engage citizens in shaping the growth of our lovely city. Table City Council and all parts of Boise. If you make decisions that doesn't reflect public input we'll test why. Helping to become better educated citizens, advocate for future. Governance hand and panel - bring in some expert reps people to help us come up with smart growth solutions. How do we become a solidly walking people who can think about these workshops.

I was reminded that it is hard to pull stand alone issues out of a general sense of alarm and dismay, with many many here and feeling that the issues generated are too much time and type of meeting.

Elusive these may sound small, in fact our hands and neighborhood council. The group and authorities, so in regards to your past and on average the development has been over the top, high compact density. This does not match the goals. We want a unique community.

It was mentioned that it is hard to pull stand alone issues out of a general sense of alarm and dismay, with many many here and feeling that the issues generated are too much time and type of meeting.

Helping these may sound small, in fact our hands and neighborhood council. The group and authorities, so in regards to your past and on average the development has been over the top, high compact density. This does not match the goals. We want a unique community.

I am very satisfied! I think it went great! At the end the moderator injected anti "north end" - actually only one group mentioned north end - I am a north end and an exception to our privileged status, we have

10. Great urban design thanks to great city planning 100 years ago!

I'm very satisfied! I think it went great! The end the moderator injected anti "north end" - actually only one group mentioned north end - I am a north end and an exception to our privileged status, we have 60% of the city and 20% of the voice.

North end is great. Boise is great!

I thought the workshop was very well done. Citizens need more opportunity to be involved in their governments planning.

Getting more of the Boise community involved when speaking publicly. "I have you not to be over because we need you" - a good event. Hopefully Boise through will occur. How do we keep the same library curve in place.

Thank you for giving the community the opportunity to play a part....now do something!

Table facilitators did a nice job.

10. There was so much one topic in sequence. Should if there was important feedback that could have been given at times given to other topics we had could overlap each other so much.

11. Perhaps an economics lesson to understand the challenges of providing all the desired services, in a source of pure water - such and reality comes to get pushed under.

I appreciate that the use does not will be made available - full transparency. Hope hopefully accountably with any decisions/actions.

12. Great food, great facilitators, great facilitators from the city.

Thank you for this opportunity. More of this please.

Great event. Good idea!

We can't be socookie to walk on the middle valley, but we'll never compromise anymore unless we do it for the right cause. Boise Library - 100 Books - 100 (if generally funded, mostly)

I'd like to see more conversations with officials happen in the neighborhood is which are free. Please come to our neighborhood meeting and talk to us - that would be a list for the transparency issues people feel. Boise is great!

The community is doing a great job on getting to settings like this. Please carefully consider the next event and putting a planning process.

Please keep adding!! Thank you do come up with more solutions, so don't walk is engage citizens in shaping the growth of our lovely city. Table City Council and all parts of Boise. If you make decisions that doesn't reflect public input we'll test why. Helping to become better educated citizens, advocate for future. Governance hand and panel - bring in some expert reps people to help us come up with smart growth solutions. How do we become a solidly walking people who can think about these workshops.

I was reminded that it is hard to pull stand alone issues out of a general sense of alarm and dismay, with many many here and feeling that the issues generated are too much time and type of meeting.

Helping these may sound small, in fact our hands and neighborhood council. The group and authorities, so in regards to your past and on average the development has been over the top, high compact density. This does not match the goals. We want a unique community.

It was mentioned that it is hard to pull stand alone issues out of a general sense of alarm and dismay, with many many here and feeling that the issues generated are too much time and type of meeting.